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Design a swimming hat 
We would like you spend a bit of 
time over the summer holidays 

designing a swimming hat. 
Use your imagination to draw a 
funky design and send it to us at 

chairperson@melkshamswordfish
.org.uk  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Essential Kit for Swimmers when 
returning to the pool 

When we return to the pool it is 
essential that all swimmers come 
with their own named kit. We are 

not able to loan or share kit 
because of the risk of cross 

contamination. 
All swimmers must bring the 

following; 
Swimwear 

Towel/Robe 
Goggles 

Swimming hat 
Kickboard  

 

Saturday 8am Teach 2 Swim & all  
Squad swimmers also need; 

Water bottle 
Fins 

 

In addition all Squad 
swimmers need; 

Pull buoy 
Training Snorkel 

COVID-19 Update 
I am sure you were all as pleased as we were to hear that swimming pools 

can open again from 25th July. We are responding to the Government, 
Swim England and the Blue Pool’s advice and policies to ensure we can 

resume training as soon as it is safe to do so – this may not be on 25th July 
but we will be back soon! 

 

Most pools have a three week plan for opening which includes reactivating 
the pool plant, getting the water tested, retraining staff, particularly 

lifeguards who need to have frequent first aid and lifesaving skills training, 
deep cleaning the building and making adaptations for social distancing. 
We have appointed a COVID liaison officer who is working with the Blue 
Pool on developing these procedures and protocols to ensure the safe 

return to the water for all our swimmers 
 

You will have received an email on 12th July to update you on our plans. 
Here is a summary 

 

Our Teach to Swim sessions do not normally run during August and we will 
not be in a position to resume them before the summer break. We hope to 

start this back up in the Autumn. 
 

When we do return to the pool, we may have to enforce a limit of one 
adult supervising per family on poolside in order to keep poolside numbers 

to a minimum. 
 

Swimmers and coaches will be placed into ‘bubbles’ to limit contact with 
others.  

 

All swimmers must bring the equipment listed on this page. Everything 
must be named to avoid swimmers mistakenly using someone else’s 
equipment. Only equipment needed should be brought to the pool, 

preferably in a mesh bag which allows air to get to anything stored in it. 
 

We are still working on what the protocols will be for arriving and leaving 
the pool, but the guidance suggest that swimmers will need to arrive ‘pool 
ready’ (already wearing a costume under their clothes) and will change on 
pool side. Beach style changing robes are perfect for this if you have one. 

  

We need to appoint COVID-19 Liaison people for each training session. This 
person will be responsible for the monitoring of social distancing and 

wellbeing and reporting back to the COVID-19 Lead after each training 
session. If you are a willing volunteer, please do get in contact – sessions 

cannot run without these positions being filled. 
 

In order for us to plan our return to the pool can we please ask that you 
complete the survey which can be found here 

Thank you for your continued support. 

mailto:chairperson@melkshamswordfish.org.uk
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https://proteusresearch.fra1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cOMFj0ED4HpwlN3


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning the ropes of competitive swimming  
Open meets  - part 2 

Last month we looked at what an open meet was and the different levels of entry. This month we will look at what 
happens on the day of an open meet prior to swimming. 
 

When you enter an open meet you will need to provide an entry time. These can be found at 
https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/ if they have been gained at a licensed meet. Often level 3 & 4  
meets allow ‘No Time’ entries. These times inform the organiser of which heat you should be placed in (Depending 
on the size of the pool, only a limited number at swimmers can race at a time. If a pool has 6 lanes, then 6 
swimmers will race in the event at a time, which is called a “heat.” If there are 60 swimmers competing in the 100 
freestyle event, then there will be 10 heats.) Typically, the swimmers with the slowest seed times will swim in the 
first heat, ending with the fastest swimmers in the last heat. The Heat Sheet indicates the swimmer's  event, heat 
and lane assignment per event. Heats are usually swum in a dart formation with the fastest swimmer in the centre. 
The heat sheet also shows the entry time or NT if no time has been provided. On occasions a swimmer could swim 
as an Exhibitor which means they are able to swim for a recorded time but not in a competitive manner. 

 
 

The Team Manager or coach receives a Heat Sheet on arrival at the pool. Spectators no longer get a copy of the 
Heat Sheet but see the ‘Useful Apps’ section of the newsletter to find out how you can access the heat sheets 
electronically. 
 

The Team Manager uses the Heat Sheet to work out when each swimmer will be racing. From there they work 
out a timetable to ensure the swimmer is fully prepared to race. This includes ensuring the swimmer has the 
correct swimwear on (Some swimmers use warm up costumes and then change to race suits), has completed a 
pre pool warm up (stretches), has been to the toilet and has all the necessary equipment (googles, hat, footwear, 
clothes to wear to the starting block). The team Manager or Coach will also take time to talk to the swimmer 
about their strategy, time and goal. This will all start approximately 30 minutes before the swimmer has to swim.  
Prior to getting on the blocks and racing a swimmer has to attend ‘Heat Marshalling’ This often starts 5-6 races 
prior to the swimmer’s race. Heat Marshalling is a process where swimmers are checked in for racing. It is not the 
heat Marshalls responsibility to find missing swimmers, they just check who is ready to swim and line them up in 
the heat and lane order ready to swim. The Heat Marshalling areas are often in a room outside the pool area. It is 
essential that swimmers bring footwear, preferably flip flops or sliders as they will need these to walk to heat 
marshalling and to the starting blocks. They will also need a top to keep warm and if desired shorts or tracksuit 
bottoms as they could be in heat marshalling for up to 15 minutes depending on the length of the race. The Heat 
Marshall will send the swimmer to the blocks one race ahead of their own to give them time to get ready to get 
on the blocks. Once at the blocks there is often a chair or basket where swimmers can place their shoes and 
clothes. 
 

This is all before the swimmer has even got in the pool to race! This is why we kindly ask that all swimmers remain 
on poolside with the coach or Team Manager rather than with parents prior to competing. There is a lot to do and 
we are not in a position to leave poolside to locate swimmers who may be in the viewing area with parents to get 
them started on their pre swim activities. Next time…Racing! 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Melksham Community Response 
If you, members of your family or people in your community are vulnerable or elderly  
you can request help from the 400 volunteers who are supporting Melksham Community 
response. The volunteers are able to do shopping, collect prescriptions or just make a  
friendly phone call. Further details can be obtained at www.melkshamcommunity.co.uk 
or you can email them support@melkshamcommunity.co.uk or phone 01225809265 
 

https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/
http://www.melkshamcommunity.co.uk/
mailto:support@melkshamcommunity.co.uk


 Useful Swimming websites & Apps 
If a swimmer swims at a licensed meet their times will be 
registered on https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/ 
This website stores all the swimmers times and provides graphs to 
show a swimmers performance over time. 

 

If a swimmer also enters races which may not be registered, such 
as our Club Champs you may wish to consider using an app such as 
‘Swimsync’. Swimsync charts the progress of swimmers and 
provides a quick and easy reference for personal bests,  
progress over time and allows you to set goals.  
There is also a handy stopwatch! This is an easy  
reference point for when you need to record  
times on entry forms. You only need the free version. 
 
In our Open Meet guide above we talked about Heat Sheets. These 
used to be provided to spectators, but this is becoming less 
common as they are usually over 20 pages long! If a meet has 
subscribed to ‘Meet Mobile’ you can gain access to heat sheets,  
lane assignment and real time results. Most meets 
we attended in the past 12 months used Meet 
Mobile and the poolside team were able to see  
results quicker than what was being posted on the results board! 
There is an annual cost to using this app and some competition 
may add an extra charge to access the sheets. 
 
If a swimmer is competing in both short and long course 
competitions, they may need to convert their swimming time 
accordingly. The ASA approve of using the time converter found at 
www.pullbuoy.co.uk/times/ to do this. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Website: www.melkshamswordfish.org.uk 
Facebook: melkshamswordfish 
Twitter: @MelkSwordfish  

 

Support during Covid-19 
Wiltshire Child and Adolescent Mental 
Health Service has created some helpful 
resources to support children and young 
people experiencing worries about 
coronavirus.  
https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/camhs/  
There is also a link to adult mental health 

services on the same website 
Young Melksham also have a Teen talk and 
advice line for young people aged 11 – 25. 

Details can be found on their website 
https://youngmelksham.org.uk/what-we-

do/teentalk 

Fundraising 
Whilst everyone is home and doing a lot 

more online shopping, why not use 
EasyFundraising to support our club? 

It’s a really simple way to raise money for 
us through your everyday online shopping 

with over 4,000 big name retailers 
including Amazon, Argos, John Lewis and 

ASOS, and it’s completely free! 
Visit  www.easyfundraising.org.uk and 

search for  
‘Melksham Amateur Swimming Club’ 

All shopping completed via this website 
will earn us money  

 

Can you find these swimming 
                                                                                                                                                        words?        

 
  Butterfly                    Breaststroke 
Backstroke                        Freestyle  
Frontcrawl                               Start 

Turn                           Streamline  
Team                                      Dive 
 Relay                               Goggles 

Noseclip                                Coach 
Swimmer                          Costume 

Hat                                       Float 
Woggle                               Cannon 
Captain                                     Pool  

https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/
http://www.pullbuoy.co.uk/times/
https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/camhs/
https://youngmelksham.org.uk/what-we-do/teentalk
https://youngmelksham.org.uk/what-we-do/teentalk
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/

